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Background and Purpose

Students often utilize both commercial testing banks and faculty-generated questions to prepare for exams. To improve student exam performance, students use question banks to quiz themselves at various intervals. Through this process, students can utilize the “testing effect” to improve both understanding and retention of session content. The goal at Georgia Campus of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine (GA-PCOM) is to use question banks as a learning tool in all disciplines. However, a major challenge is aligning commercial and faculty-generated questions with session learning objectives. By aligning both sets of questions, it is anticipated that students will be able to generate practice exam questions relevant to session content and improve their long term retention of key concepts. The goal of this study is to change student behavior in using questions as a learning tool, make intuitive question searching at the correct level, and align commercial and professor-written question banks to maximize their use.

Methods

Two surveys were sent out to assess current perceptions of question bank utilization, one to faculty and one to students. The student survey was sent to selected students on campus who face a comprehensive exam (osteopathic medicine, pharmacy, and physician assistant students). Additionally, a pilot study was created which combined faculty-generated questions with commercial question bank questions. The pilot study was limited to one specific lecture. Exam Master was chosen for the test pilot as the resource allows faculty-generated questions to be uploaded and combined with their commercial questions to form one test which can be sent to students. All questions were labeled with Bloom’s taxonomy.

Results

The pilot study resulted in 8 faculty generated questions and 12 from Exam Master. Survey response indicates that most faculty create their own questions but do not direct students to use commercial banks. It also showed that students use question banks frequently. 53% of students use faculty provided questions while 40% use commercial question banks, half of which were self-purchased (versus library provided). When students were asked when they use question banks, most said the week before a test, three days before, or the day before the test. Only 5.6% of students indicated that they started testing themselves the day of the lecture and only 15.3% said they quizzed themselves on the material the same week of the lecture.

Implications/Discussion

The survey showed students inhibit themselves with their study strategies as most do not start quizzing themselves early enough. It is also currently unknown what level of Bloom’s taxonomy students quiz themselves with when they use library provided or self-purchased commercial question banks. However, the curated set of progressive questions (with teaching rationale) embedded within Exam Master is expected to improve access to formative question banks and better prepare students for content mastery. The formative feedback of quizzing will become a useful and integral part of the learning cycle.
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